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Dear Delegates,Dear Delegates,
Welcome to a captivating journey that unfoldsWelcome to a captivating journey that unfolds

through the pages of MUN ki Baat. As we delve intothrough the pages of MUN ki Baat. As we delve into
the realms of storytelling, we invite you to be ourthe realms of storytelling, we invite you to be our

esteemed companions on this enthralling adventure.esteemed companions on this enthralling adventure.
We want you to immerse yourself in the vibrantWe want you to immerse yourself in the vibrant

atmosphere that permeated every session. Throughatmosphere that permeated every session. Through
meticulous reporting and vivid illustrations, we aim tometiculous reporting and vivid illustrations, we aim to

transport you into the very heart of HFSMUN,transport you into the very heart of HFSMUN,
capturing the essence of each thought-provokingcapturing the essence of each thought-provoking
discussion, every momentous decision, and thediscussion, every momentous decision, and the

collective spirit that defined this event. Together, wecollective spirit that defined this event. Together, we
shall traverse the narratives, triumphs, and challengesshall traverse the narratives, triumphs, and challenges

that have shaped HFSMUN 2023.that have shaped HFSMUN 2023.

Regards,Regards,
HFSMUN HFSMUN Press TeamPress Team  

Kuhu Bhattacharya & Keara BardhanKuhu Bhattacharya & Keara Bardhan
  

LETTER FROM THE TEAMLETTER FROM THE TEAMLETTER FROM THE TEAM
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OPENINGOPENING
CEREMONYCEREMONY

  
The journey began with a profound aspiration - a vision to soar to great heights, to dedicate
ourselves to humanity's service, and to make an indelible impact. Nurtured under the auspices of
this grand aspiration, the HFS Model United Nations (HFSMUN), a collaborative initiative by ISC
and IBDP, proudly commenced its 12th annual conference. The inauguration ceremony was an
unforgettable testament to the spirit of HFSMUN, weaving together the joy, anticipation, and
significance of that momentous day.

In keeping with India's timeless tradition of seeking divine blessings on every occasion, the
opening ceremony struck a resonant chord with the school choir's recitation of a prayer.
Embodying the essence of our school motto, "Sound Mind in Sound Body," the harmonious
rendition of the school song touched the hearts of every attendee. Erika Goyal, an exceptionally
talented young author at the tender age of 8, captivated us with her innocent voice as she
recited a self-authored poem, "Unity in Diversity."

Following the auspicious invocation of the divine, our Head of School, Mrs. Kalyani Patnaik,
spoke eloquently to the delegates. Her nostalgic speech was a journey through the past, present,
and future of HFSMUN, filled with passion and wisdom. Our esteemed chief guest and trustee,
Dr. Niranjan Hiranandani, epitomized the true spirit of our event, illuminating the urgent need
for the youth to raise their voices, battle injustice, and champion equality.

The Under-Secretary General, Meeth Parikh, and Shloka Shetty infused energy into the
atmosphere at Meluha with their inspiring words. They introduced the Secretariat, Organising
Committee, and The Executive Board, acknowledging the tireless dedication and hard work that
had been invested over the past six months.

HFSMUN's vision this year was 'Inclusivity and Diversity'. We were touched by the presence of
First Generation students from Vidya Niketan Academy from Srirampur. Embracing their fresh
perspectives and unique insights, we collectively fostered an environment that celebrated
differences, united our goals, and enriched the entire HFSMUN experience.

His Excellency, Damien Irzyk, the Consul-General of the Republic of Poland in Mumbai, delivered
a poignant speech on the burgeoning friendship between India and Poland. His words
underscored the bond between the two nations, further solidifying the motto of HFSMUN.

Our Director General, Maanya Lal, presented an emotive speech, reflecting on her personal
journey through the years of the conference. Her narrative, from being a nervous delegate to
presiding over the 12th annual conference, resonated deeply with every young delegate aspiring
to make their mark in the MUN world.

Lastly, the Secretary General, Teesta Bhattacharya, invigorated the numerous delegates present
with her stimulating words. Her reassurance that their voices over the next three days were
destined to create a phenomenal impact set the stage for a groundbreaking conference. With a
powerful strike of her gavel, she commenced the sessions, igniting a spirit of debate and
diplomacy. As the committees began with a bang, the air was charged with enthusiasm, passion,
and the shared purpose of making a difference. The journey had only just begun, and the legacy
of HFSMUN was ready to be written anew.
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DRIVING OUT THE DOLLARDRIVING OUT THE DOLLARDRIVING OUT THE DOLLAR

The first and longest-running caucus was on the advantages of using alternative currencies and
the agenda of de-dollarization. China, as cheeky as usual, called its currency attractive, vying for
the support of other countries. Sweden, the pioneer of all discussions, said that it seeks to
encourage stability in the world economy and freedom of choice for all countries. The great
Democrat! The delegate of India gave a considerate view as usual, stating that de-dollarization is
essential for the self-reliance of economies.

Russia boldly claimed that "The main cause of the economic crisis is the US Dollar!". South Korea
reconsidered its previous policy and reasoned that even though it may have heavily invested in
the USA in the past, the recent fluctuations in the USA obligate it to prefer more stable options.

The USA, feeling wronged, especially by Russia, said that it is impossible to replace the dollar,
especially with the value of the Russian ruble falling and the complexity of accepting China’s
yuan.The USA further attacked Russia, patriotically declaring that it is the US dollar that is
saving the world from economic ruin and not the other ‘flimsy’ currencies.

In an air of courage, Denmark remarked that the US Dollar is a "Political toy" of the USA to
plunder other countries. The USA was faced with constant and recurring slander and vehemently
stated that introducing the Chinese Yuan and brick currency is impossible since India and China
will only cooperate when "pigs start to fly". China, too, is dangerous to depend on since it openly
violates the independence of other nations.

The attacks didn’t end there. Pakistan called the USA’s integrity into question, making an all-
encompassing statement: "We all know how ethical the USA's history has been". The right to
reply was raised by the USA, which proclaimed that such a statement is controversial coming
from Pakistan, which has always supported terrorism, silencing Pakistan.

 The Czech Republic spoke ambitiously, stating that "if the US sneezes, the whole world catches
a cold." In conclusion, the committee was marked by the Fall of the USA’s supporters and open
questioning of its authority. Truly tragic, isn’t it? 

UNITED NATIONS TRIBUNE:
United Nations Tribune: Sweden accused Finland's speech of being too self-centred. Moreover,
it was accused of being focused on short-term goals and disregarding the interests of other
countries. The chant "ATTACK ON FINLAND" reverberated throughout the committee. How will
the delegate from Finland respond?

ECOSOC 

ILLUSTRATED BY RIYAAN RANEY

BY ADVIKA MANE AND DISHA ANGADIBY ADVIKA MANE AND DISHA ANGADIBY ADVIKA MANE AND DISHA ANGADI
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I C CI C C   

Gandhi: FriendGandhi: Friend

or Foe?or Foe?

India, as a whole, rose to the stage when the talk of partition came to light; and the same start
was seen with the Indian Crisis Cabinet.
Mahatma Gandhi continued to hold his stance of ‘Ahimsa’. The committee kicked off with a
humorous start when Sir Archibald Wavell bellowed, “The chances of Mohandas Karamchand
Gandhi getting India independence is lesser than the number of hair strands on his head.” There
seemed to be a lack of consensus among the British delegates when Lord Clement Attlee
quoted, “Sir Archibald does not speak for the whole of the United Kingdom.” Adding to this fiery
start, Mohammed Ali Jinnah reacted, calling Mahatma Gandhi “an agent of the British” and an
“Incompetent Leader”. 

With his words reverberating through the room, Jinnah’s bold speech caused an uproar within
the committee resulting in a riveting session of Q&A. This controversial speech raised yet
another crisis. Kazi Abdul Gaffar, Agha Khan III and Sir Archibald Wavell - the holy trinity - were
barred from the committee for using unparliamentary language and making racist comments. As
the crisis resumed, Zakir Hussain, vehemently expressed that he was not in favour of the
partition and that the Muslim League was doing it for their own selfish gains. As soon as the crisis
was nearly extinguished, another lit up. The Times of India released a front-page article (source:
Zakir ussain) with a picture of Mahatma Gandhi’s infamous incestuous relations with his niece.
Prince Phillip enraged, came all the way to India - personally - to address the matter when
someone screamed “ALLAH HU AKBAR” and brutally assassinated him with a gun (the light-up
kind). 

Further, on 12th December 1946, in a momentous change, Lord Mountbatten ascended to power
as the Governor-General of British India - replacing Sir Archibald Wavell. Khan retaliated against
the allegation of the assassin being a Muslim; saying that yelling three words “ALLAH HU AKBAR”
does not alone confirm the individual’s identity as a Muslim. Wavell, in an official press release,
announced his conversion to Islam to take ‘revenge’ and changed his name to ‘MOHAMMED
WAVELL’.

ILLUSTRATED BY MANASIJ MAHANTI

  By Reeva Khandelwal, Advay VaidyaBy Reeva Khandelwal, Advay Vaidya
and Anusha Bhideand Anusha Bhide
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I C CI C C   

The Indian Crisis Committee, living up to its name, broke into yet another crisis; as reports
showed leaked New Year's pictures of a man in Edwina Mountbatten's chambers (initially
assumed to be Lord Mountbatten but later suggested to be a man "of Indian build"- Jawaharlal
Nehru), engaging in questionable activities; spark speculation and rumours of affairs and damage
control during India's turbulent times.
This backfired on Mahatma Gandhi too. The whole room began questioning his orientation, as
pictures of him and Prince Phillip (prior to his death) were leaked to the media.
In a radio broadcast by 'Doordarshan,' it was revealed that Veer Savarkar, a notable Indian
activist, had penetrated the INC, leading to rumours that 80% of the INC members were against
having Gandhi and Nehru among them. Subsequent to this, many delegates expressed the view
that Gandhi and Nehru were unfit, not only for the INC but also for India as a whole.
Wavell, commanding everyone's attention, revealed the startling information that Subhash
Chandra Bose might still be alive, contradicting the widely accepted story of his death in a so-
called "plane crash." He narrated an incident where a mysterious man visited him after hours,
claiming to possess crucial information that would be of help to Wavell. The conspiracy was
then dramatically emphasized with the powerful exclamations “INQILAB ZINDABAD” and “ALLAH
HU AKBAR.”
Meanwhile, lively repartee between Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel and Jawaharlal Nehru added to
the day's excitement. It reached a peak when Patel accused Nehru of prioritizing his interest in
women over his dedication to the nation. With tact and wit, Nehru deftly refuted the charges
and continued his critique of Gandhi, dismissively labelling him as the “Britisher's puppet.”

Thus, the curtain fell on the first day of the Indian Crisis Cabinet, leaving behind a trail of
intrigue, contention, and anticipation. The delegates departed with a sense of eagerness for the
forthcoming day, fully aware that more action and excitement awaited them in the dynamic
landscape of political debate and decision-making.

Aazaad Diplomatic Review:

“The chances of Gandhi bringing independence to India is as less as the hair on his
head.”

ILLUSTRATED BY MANASIJ MAHANTI
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"All NATO does is hinder peace," a rather strong indictment against the "international body that's
literally charged with maintaining peace and security among Europe and America," declares the
delegate of Russia. 

Today's agenda, by general consensus, was centred on Interpreting the "Ambit of the Collective
Defence Policy and the Use of Article V of the NATO Charter." The session commenced with Russia
candidly accusing NATO of overstepping its bounds and extending its power eastward. This was
supported by a demonstration with the assistance of a map, which was sadly torn to shreds ("What a
waste of coloured ink," to quote the Director.) However, the delegate was awarded a Melody
regardless. Contradictory? Not as much as Russia's bombing of Ukraine in "self-defence." 
Further on, the committee raised a motion discussing the applications and amendments to Article V.
"A NATO Ally falls victim to an armed attack; every other member of the Alliance will see this act of
violence as an armed attack against all members and will take the actions it deems necessary to aid
the Ally attacked," proclaimed Belarus. The highlight of the motion was the three-sided ‘triangular’
solution, "Patti Patni aur Voh, put forth by Germany: Comprehensive solutions, inclusive diplomacy,
and the concept of defence against NATO. As the moderated caucus 

TEARS OF ARTICLE VTEARS OF ARTICLE V
BY RIYA NEGANDHI AND SHALVIKAA UDAPURKARBY RIYA NEGANDHI AND SHALVIKAA UDAPURKAR

ILLUSTRATED BY AMODINI GHALKE

proceeded, Denmark expressed its steadfast belief in involving the
general public in decisions about the Article V amendment. Albeit,
the speech had one advantage: Russia and the USA found common
ground regarding its apparent "dumb" nature. 
Lastly, another motion, passed by Norway, broached the subject of
clarifying the definition of what constitutes an armed attack and
military aggression. 
The intricate discussions and spirited debates reflected the
commitment and passion of all those involved in fostering
international diplomacy and understanding. The collaborative
efforts to interpret and engage with NATO's policies have indeed
been a highlight of the day. Day 1 of NATO was led to success by the
executive board comprising Kabir Kapoor, Gokula Krishnan, and
Neev Ramani.

NATO CHRONICLES

Breaking: “Including the public in making suggestions to Article V? Good thinking or will it just lead to
another movement like communism?

NATO CHRONICLES

Breaking: “Including the public in making suggestions to Article V? Good thinking or will it just lead to
another movement like communism?
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ISKI USKI, FOREIGN WHISKEY?ISKI USKI, FOREIGN WHISKEY?ISKI USKI, FOREIGN WHISKEY?

It was the best of times. It was the worst of times. 
The UNSC witnessed everything from musical
ensembles to displays of "physiological flexibility", but
most of all, a plethora of controversial statements and
accusations. The agenda passed was the ‘Adoption of
new members to The Permanent Members of the UNSC,
status, and removal of certain members.’ 
With the occasional mishaps when the delegate from
China inadvertently referred to themselves as the
representative of Japan, hours in committee were
coloured with well-thought-out arguments. The
delegates of the United States of America stated that
they wished for more Asian representation of countries
with Veto power but strongly opposed the present
power of China as a permanent member. Mexico
attempted to emphasise the importance of their speech
with the assistance of musical interjections, forcing
Russia to interrupt them by stating "You should
consider a career in music because the points you are
making do not deserve this music and hypocrisy".

6

UNSCUNSC

ILLUSTRATED BY AMODINI GHALKE

BY NAVYA JOSHI, KIMAYA DESHPANDE,BY NAVYA JOSHI, KIMAYA DESHPANDE,BY NAVYA JOSHI, KIMAYA DESHPANDE,
   DHAIRYA PATELDHAIRYA PATELDHAIRYA PATEL

Controversies arose when the delegate of the USA openly declared the president of Russia, Vladimir
Putin, "an International criminal"; and instead of opposing this outraging statement, Russia went on to
call out Donald Trump as a criminal. The chaos only escalated from there into an appalling crisis! Not
only was the committee merrily clapping while a dying Vladimir Putin was carried in from the Kremlin,
but there were also ecstatic screams and exclamations because the USA, UK, and Italy allegedly
orchestrated the attack, backed by the presence of foreign whiskey and cigarettes. The Indian
Minister for Foreign Affairs elected to forge an alliance with Egypt and various African countries to
secure a seat on the Security Council. However, all such assertive efforts were rendered fruitless by
another shocking diplomatic event: the assassination of French President Emmanuel Macron's nephew
and partner, who were both killed by a German. What a chaotic state of affairs in the world! Of course,
to no one’s surprise, controversial statements and hilarious Gen-Z memes flooded the halls. Russia:
"Why does the KGB have to make anything clear in a committee where it suspects three countries?"
USA: "How can we trust a committee that treats countries like mere pieces of paper?" - The
committee proceedings took an unexpected turn when the delegate from Mexico made a curious
request to the chair, asking for permission to remove their blazer for the sake of 'physiological
flexibility.' Meanwhile, Russia, feeling a palpable sense of betrayal at the notion of India distancing
itself, took the dramatic step of severing all ties with India. Now, that's taking precautions! The
atmosphere in the committee further intensified when Morocco put forth a startling theory that India
was behind the assassinations of Vladimir Putin and Emmanuel Macron. Russia, not to be outdone, was
colourfully referred to as "The sugar daddy of Pakistan." 
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The rhetoric and energy only escalated from there. In conclusion, today's session revealed the
delegates' readiness to delve into complex and at times provocative strategies, unafraid to stir the pot
on the world stage. Their A-game was on full display, and they certainly did not shy away from
generating global turmoil with their rather unconventional and audacious policies. It was a day marked
by bold decisions and unexpected twists, leaving all eagerly awaiting what tomorrow might bring. 

UNITED NATIONS SECURITY WATCH:

The delegate of Mexico showcases their commitment to physiological flexibility at
#UNConference! Removing the jacket to enhance comfort and engage in productive
discussions. #Diplomacy #FlexibilityMatters #UN2023

7
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BY SHREYA VIJAYANAND AND AAROHI DESHPANDE
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Could these countries genuinely benefit from aid and support, considering the challenges
they face? Is the USA utilizing the General Assembly to promote its own agendas in the
committee? These are the questions that arose in the DISEC committee of HFSMUN’23.

Afghanistan's pursuit of self-sufficiency through Islamic principles led to unintended
consequences, empowering the Taliban. This paradox sparked a crucial inquiry: Can a "Pure
and perfect Sharia" effectively address modern challenges? Similarly, Palestine's use of
Islamic law to justify conflicts raised ethical concerns. To assess the compatibility of "Pure
and perfect Sharia" with contemporary norms and global peace, was an endeavour that all
delegates undertook today.

 

ILLUSTRATED BY MANASIJ MAHANTI

DISECDISEC

 
Overflowing pride for you and a soul driven only by

‘patriotism’,
will bring in solidarity or division?

Russia had claimed, "Our motto is action," but their
actions of late contradicted this statement.
Surprisingly, their actions were directed towards
Ukraine instead of countries truly in need of
alliances, especially considering Russia's position as
a P5 member. However, a noteworthy moment that
caught the attention of delegates was when Russia
blew a kiss at Ukraine, leaving some to speculate on
the nature of their intentions – a sign of 'alliance,'
perhaps? Whether it was of a political or more
personal nature was open to interpretation.
Subsequently, a heated argument ensued, leading to
the conclusion that UAE was deemed incompetent.
Yemen pointed out that the only tangible outcome of
UAE's involvement in the case of Yemeni Houthis
was sending its citizens to Allah, seeking salvation.
UAE defended itself by claiming the attack on Yemen
was "unintentional," 

 
but this sparked confusion in the atmosphere, leaving doubts about UAE's commitment to
promoting global peace.

Throughout the discourse in DISEC, camaraderie and tension intermingled, creating a
dynamic stage for impassioned discussions. Delegates faced the challenge of navigating
intricate issues while upholding cooperation, accountability, and the provision of genuine
aid. Ensuring DISEC's relevance in addressing global security challenges remained
paramount.
 
World Peace Bulletin:

The only time there was consensus in the committee was when all the delegates agreed on
Joe Biden sounding like a dead mouse. The applause? thunderous.
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LOCHA E NUCLEAR
WEAPONS

 B Y  O I N D R I L L A  G H O S H ,  V Y O M I N I  N A T H W A N I

&  R A J V I  B A L A R

 The room was filled with a palpable mix of tension and
nervousness as the delegates took their seats, ready to
represent their countries with valour as if they were part of a
real United Nations gathering.

Spectacular, captivating, and indelibly etched in our minds,
the inaugural day of HFSMUN’23 was unlike anything we
could have predicted.
The delegates' enthusiasm for the agenda item on the
'Relevance of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)'
ignited the General Speaker's List (GSL) with unparalleled
energy. Eager and bright-eyed, they leaned forward on the
edge of their seats, much like Holt awaiting the next NYPD
commissioner's announcement in Brooklyn Nine-Nine. The
UK set the stage ablaze with a powerful speech, reminiscent
of Rahul Gandhi's determination to become India's next
prime minister. Then China took the floor, transforming the
committee into a frenzy akin to a Tom & Jerry episode,
leaving us all amused and engaged.
The EB guided the committee with finesse, occasionally
frustrated by the quality of the chits, calling them as
mediocre as Travis Scott’s new album. Israel came in with
guns blazing, calling out North Korea, and, as a form of
apology, had to sing the Palestinian national anthem. 
As the day progressed, the committee snowballed into
action. Pakistan aimed to promote peace but hesitated to
sign the treaty due to perceived loopholes. Meanwhile,
Israel's scintillating comments sowed seeds of discord,
adding a dynamic twist to the discussions. Additionally, there
were gasps around the conference room when Israel
recognised Palestine as a whole nation under the Oslo
Accords.

9

UNGAUNGAUNGA

The GSL continued to foster spirited debates until the
EB concluded the session, granting an efficient hour
and fifteen minutes for the delegates to prepare their
working papers for the following day. The outcome of
the session was remarkably fruitful, leaving the
committee on a tantalising cliffhanger. We wait with
bated breath to see what the delegates and EB have in
store for themselves tomorrow.

Global Unity News:
BREAKING NEWS: Amid rising tensions, China
dismisses the possibility of World War 3 as
hypothetical, but warns of potential conflict between
India and Pakistan! Meanwhile, Canada stirs
controversy, accusing China of threatening Russia with
bombings. China fiercely denies the claims, leaving
global leaders in a state of uncertainty! 
#BreakingNews #WorldTensions #Geopolitics

ILLUSTRATED BY RIYAAN RANEY
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Code

ICC

UNSC

ECOSOC 

DISEC 

UNGA 

NATO

UNHRC 
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DIGIT SYMBOL CODINGDIGIT SYMBOL CODINGDIGIT SYMBOL CODING

A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  

U  V  W  X  Y  Z

DECIPHER THE CODE!DECIPHER THE CODE!DECIPHER THE CODE!
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DISECDISECDISEC
When the MUN sun rises again, DISEC delegates, tomorrowWhen the MUN sun rises again, DISEC delegates, tomorrow

will be your time to shine! The stars urge you to venturewill be your time to shine! The stars urge you to venture
outside your comfort zones and unleash your creativeoutside your comfort zones and unleash your creative

prowess upon the battlefield of ideas.prowess upon the battlefield of ideas.

Do's : Put yourself out there and make alliances

sprout like cacti in the arid landscape. But be

cautious, dear delegates, for not all that glitters is

gold. Some alliances may wilt, leaving you

stranded in the wilderness of confusion.

Don'ts : Resist the temptation to abandon your

principles for the sake of popularity. Avoid

sweeping statements that crumble like ancient

ruins under scrutiny. 

ICCICCICC
As the sun rises on the second day, tensions will escalate, aAs the sun rises on the second day, tensions will escalate, a

new crisis may come your way and the stakes will benew crisis may come your way and the stakes will be
higher. Misunderstandings and historical resentmentshigher. Misunderstandings and historical resentments
may resurface, leading to potential crises that demandmay resurface, leading to potential crises that demand

immediate attention.immediate attention.  
  

Do's :  Summon your inner performers! Step into

the shoes of the greatest leaders in history and

believe in the power you hold to overturn fate. 

Don'ts :Avoid aggressive behaviour and

grandstanding. We know it's MUN, but remember,

we're all friends here. Save the rivalry for the

cricket field!

UNHRCUNHRCUNHRC
Today's expedition leads you to the heart of diverse beliefs.Today's expedition leads you to the heart of diverse beliefs.
It's like a cultural exchange program, but on a global scale.It's like a cultural exchange program, but on a global scale.

Embrace the spirit of understanding as you encounterEmbrace the spirit of understanding as you encounter
different perspectives and beliefs.different perspectives and beliefs.

  

Do's : Stay true to your agenda– express yourself

and be open to diverging beliefs. Listen actively

and seek to understand others’ values and

viewpoints. This journey is about building bridges,

not walls.

Don'ts : Don’t repeat history. Steer the committee

away from what's already been done and avoid

mistakes that have already been made.

DISCLAIMERDISCLAIMER : THIS HOROSCOPE IS FOR: THIS HOROSCOPE IS FOR
ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES ONLY.ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES ONLY.

ANY RESEMBLANCE TO ACTUALANY RESEMBLANCE TO ACTUAL
COSMIC EVENTS IS PURELYCOSMIC EVENTS IS PURELY
COINCIDENTAL (OR IS IT?).COINCIDENTAL (OR IS IT?).   

DELEGATE DISCRETION IS ADVISED.DELEGATE DISCRETION IS ADVISED.
  

ECOSOCECOSOCECOSOC
Brace yourselves for the cosmic currency clash! Today,Brace yourselves for the cosmic currency clash! Today,

delegates, you'll be singing your hearts out about the prosdelegates, you'll be singing your hearts out about the pros
and cons of de-dollarisation. It's like karaoke night butand cons of de-dollarisation. It's like karaoke night but

with economic implications! Remember, the cosmicwith economic implications! Remember, the cosmic
microphone is in your hands, and each word counts.microphone is in your hands, and each word counts.

Harmonize your arguments with your fellow delegates,Harmonize your arguments with your fellow delegates,
even if you're singing different financial tunes.even if you're singing different financial tunes.

  
Do's : Belt out your well-researched points with

confidence and harmony. Blend your ideas

together like an acapella group to create a

symphony of economic wisdom.

Don'ts : Steer clear of off-key arguments and

financial faux pas. Nobody wants to hear a cosmic

cat's screech! Avoid hogging the microphone – this

is an ensemble performance, not a solo show.

UNSCUNSCUNSC
As the celestial bodies align, we find ourselves embarkingAs the celestial bodies align, we find ourselves embarking

on a cosmic conundrum. Today, you'll be navigatingon a cosmic conundrum. Today, you'll be navigating
through a constellation of ideas, pondering the prospectsthrough a constellation of ideas, pondering the prospects

of new permanent members in the UNSC.of new permanent members in the UNSC.

Do's :  The decision of the representation of a

country lies in your hands. Use your charisma and

persuasive skills to win support for your bloc's

proposals. 

Don'ts : Time flies faster than you can finish

deliberating over new members of the security

council, so let's get cracking!

UNGAUNGAUNGA
Today, the UNGA Talent Show is in full swing! Display yourToday, the UNGA Talent Show is in full swing! Display your
diplomatic talents and showcase creative solutions, like adiplomatic talents and showcase creative solutions, like a

diverse talent lineup at a carnival stage.diverse talent lineup at a carnival stage.

Do's : Bring your unique talents to the floor – be it

eloquent speeches, impressive negotiation skills, or

creative resolutions like magic tricks that leave

everyone in awe.

Don'ts : Avoid cosmic "performance anxiety" –
you're all MUN superstars! No need to feel like

you're on America's Got Talent, just be yourself

and let your diplomatic skills shine.

NATONATONATO
Today's MUN drills are all about laughter and cooperation!Today's MUN drills are all about laughter and cooperation!

Picture yourself as NATO's improv squad, where quickPicture yourself as NATO's improv squad, where quick
thinking and teamwork create unforgettablethinking and teamwork create unforgettable

performances.performances.

Do's : Use humor to diffuse tense situations and

foster a positive atmosphere, like a cosmic laugh

generator.

Don'ts : Avoid being a cosmic party pooper – no

need to defuse the fun! Embrace the spirit of

camaraderie and keep the laughter rolling, like a

never-ending stand-up comedy show.
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UNHRCUNHRC

 "I’m sure everybody is ready to shoot us down with claims of human rights violations!" was the opening of China’s
GSL. And BAM, began day 1 of UNHRC at HFSMUN’23. ‘Freedom of Speech and Expression’ being the agenda,
GSLs were given by bright delegates. Next came the committee’s first moderated caucus: ‘Deliberating the root
cause of Human Rights denial.’ Both superpowers and small countries took the floor. Things took an
argumentative turn after Russia called the LGBTQIA+ community "a plague." This called for fiery remarks from the
USA, and in response, the delegate of Russia quoted their president, Vladimir Putin, calling it the "Devil’s work."
Several eminent countries were met with arguments and contradictions on the contentious agenda. France
boasted of their freedoms and was immediately questioned on the ban on hijabs in their country and the killings of
the POC. However, as slyly as a fox, the delegate of France retaliated with, "A Muslim woman can commit the same
crimes a Christian woman can. Hijabs and Niqabs are banned for safety reasons pertaining to face recognition."
Post-lunch, several fresh ideas circulated the room among the enthusiastic delegates, and France’s suggestion on
‘Religious Norms and Blasphemy’, based on the agenda, was passed by a majority.

Guest delegate Aryaveer Singh, the Director of UNGA, soon took over the Taliban-led government of Afghanistan.
Allegations against ally countries of the LGBTQIA+ community included statements such as "We believe in a
woman and a man; a man and a woman. No more permutations and combinations." In response, the USA too
vocalised towards Russia: "You accuse us of terrorism when your own President has an ARREST WARRANT!"
Argumentative debates between powerful blocs and ongoing GSLs were the crux of the day. This action-packed
day seems to be just the beginning. Human rights are nowhere near solved yet….Let’s see what surprises await us
on day 2!

HUMAN RIGHTS INSIDER
Breaking:

 Military commander of Taliban incites Saudi Arabia and Yemen to stop war among themselves and divert funds for
nuclear warfare on the USA, is this hinting at another World War? Human rights or Human wrongs?

HUMAN RIGHTS; OR WRONGS?!HUMAN RIGHTS; OR WRONGS?!HUMAN RIGHTS; OR WRONGS?!
BY ANAAMYA PANCHAL ,JAANVI MOHNOT & RHEA ROYBY ANAAMYA PANCHAL ,JAANVI MOHNOT & RHEA ROYBY ANAAMYA PANCHAL ,JAANVI MOHNOT & RHEA ROY

ILLUSTRATED BY SHAURYA RAYILLUSTRATED BY SHAURYA RAYILLUSTRATED BY SHAURYA RAY
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 Scan to 
  Listen! 
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